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The Directors' Report of Israel Chemicals Ltd. ("ICL" or "the Company") is presented for the period ended 
September 30, 2008.  

1. Description of the Company and its Business Environment 
1.1 Description of ICL 

ICL is a multinational company that operates mainly in the areas of fertilizers and specialty 
chemicals, in three segments: fertilizers, industrial products and performance products. 

ICL’s operations are based primarily on natural resources: potash, bromine, magnesium and 
sodium chloride from the Dead Sea, and phosphate rock from the Negev Desert, based on 
concessions and licenses from the State of Israel. Operations are also based on potash and salt 
mines in England and Spain under leases and concessions from the competent authorities in 
those countries. ICL is active in the production of these minerals, in their sale throughout the 
world, and also in the development, production and marketing of downstream products based 
primarily on these raw materials or complementary to these products.  

ICL has a prominent position in the markets for potash, bromine, pure phosphoric acid, special 
phosphates, bromine- and phosphorus-based flame retardants and chemicals used in wildfire 
retardants. Potash and phosphate are core components of fertilizers. Bromine is used in a wide 
range of applications, primarily as a basic ingredient in flame retardants. ICL’s products are 
used primarily in agriculture, electronics, food products, oil and gas drilling, water purification 
and desalination, and in industries such as detergent, paper, cosmetics, pharmaceutical, 
automotive and aluminium and others. ICL has decades of accumulated experience in most of 
its businesses. 

ICL has direct access to most of the raw materials required for its activities, at low cost and high 
quality, by virtue of the exclusive concession granted to ICL by the State of Israel for extraction 
of minerals from the Israeli side of the Dead Sea, in return for payment of royalties to the State. 
The production costs of the potash and bromine that ICL extracts from the Dead Sea are 
relatively lower than the costs of other producers in the world that do not have access to the 
Dead Sea.  

ICL’s main production facilities are based in Israel, Germany, the USA, Holland, Spain, the UK, 
China, Brazil and France. ICL has other production facilities in Austria, Belgium, Turkey, 
Argentina and Australia. 

ICL’s operations outside of Israel are primarily in the production of products that are 
complimentary to or are based on ICL’s operations in Israel or in related fields. Approximately 
95% of all ICL’s production is sold outside of Israel.  

The operations of ICL’s facilities are integrated with one another to a great extent, in terms of 
both supply of raw materials and such that one facility frequently utilizes the by-products of 
another facility to produce end products. (For example, bromine is produced by utilizing the 
bromine in the by-product streams from evaporation ponds used to produce potash. Another 
example is bromine production, which utilizes chlorine, a by-product stream in the production of 
magnesium, etc.) 

Approximately 5% of ICL’s production is sold in Israel. For specific products, ICL and some ICL 
companies have been declared a monopoly in Israel. 
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Approximately 40% of ICL’s annual sales turnover is due to production outside of Israel. 

ICL has no material dependency on any single customer, supplier or source of raw materials 
that are not included in the concessions granted to ICL. 

ICL operates in three main segments, which are grouped according to managerial-functional 
consideration, as described below.  

A. ICL Fertilizers – ICL Fertilizers produces potash from the Dead Sea, and mines and 
produces potash and salt from underground mines in Spain and England. ICL Fertilizers 
refines potash into various grades and sells it worldwide. ICL Fertilizers also uses some of 
the potash to manufacture compound fertilizers. 

ICL Fertilizers also mines and processes phosphate rock from open-pit mines in the Negev 
Desert, and manufactures sulfuric acid, fertilizer-grade phosphoric acid, phosphate 
fertilizers, compound fertilizers based mainly on potash and phosphate, and specialty 
fertilizers at its production facilities in Israel. ICL Fertilizers also manufactures fertilizers in 
Holland, Germany and Belgium. In addition ICL Fertilizers manufactures phosphate-based 
animal feed additives in Turkey and Israel. ICL Fertilizers markets its products worldwide, 
primarily in Europe, Brazil, India, China and Israel. 

B. ICL Industrial Products – ICL Industrial Products manufactures elemental bromine from 
an end-brine that is created as a byproduct of the potash production process in Sodom as 
well as bromine-based compounds. ICL Industrial Products is the world's leading producer 
of elemental bromine, producing 27% of total global production in 2007. ICL Industrial 
Products uses approximately 70% of its bromine production for manufacturing bromine 
compounds at its production facilities in Israel, Holland and China. In August 2007, ICL 
Industrial Products acquired Supresta, a company that manufactures and markets 
phosphorus flame retardants and other phosphorus-based products in the USA and 
Germany.  

Additionally, ICL Industrial Products produces various salt products, magnesia and chlorine 
(extracted together with caustic soda by electrolysis of salt, which is created as a byproduct 
of potash production, and which serves as a raw material in the segment’s production 
processes). 

ICL Industrial Products also manufactures chlorine-based industrial products in Israel and 
the USA. ICL Industrial Products markets its products worldwide. 

C. ICL Performance Products – ICL Performance Products purifies some of the fertilizer-
grade phosphoric acid manufactured by ICL Fertilizers, purchases pure phosphoric acid 
from other sources, and also manufactures thermal phosphoric acid. The pure  phosphoric 
acid is used to produce downstream products of high added value, and is used as a raw 
material in the production of phosphate salt (which in turn is used as a raw material in the 
production of food additives), hygiene products, phosphorus derivatives and wildfire 
retardants. ICL Performance Products also produces specialty products based on 
aluminum oxide (alumina) and other raw materials. Production takes place at production 
facilities in Europe (especially in Germany), the USA and Brazil, Israel and China, as well 
as in other countries. In 2007, approximately 80% of the sales of ICL Performance 
Products were of phosphoric acid of various grades and of downstream products of the 
acid.  

In addition to these segments, ICL has other operations that include desalination and 
metallurgy. 

Management by segment is generally accomplished on a managerial-functional basis, even 
though administrative division and legal ownership do not necessarily fully correspond. 

1.2  ICL's Business Environment and Profitability  

ICL is a multinational company. The Company's financial results are affected by global 
economic trends, changes in terms of trade and financing, and fluctuations in currency 
exchange rates. The demand for ICL products is affected by the demand for basic agricultural 
products and global economic trends, among other factors.  

Together with and as part of implementing its business strategy, ICL is taking steps towards 
adapting its marketing and production policies to global market conditions. ICL is focusing on 
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improving cash flow and diversifying financing sources and is committed to taking action to 
improve efficiency and cost savings. 

Most of ICL’s sales are denominated in foreign currency, mainly US dollars and euro. A not 
insignificant part of its operating expenses in Israel is denominated in shekels, therefore 
appreciation of the shekel against the dollar has a negative impact on ICL's profitability and 
depreciation has the opposite effect. The strengthening of the shekel against the dollar 
adversely affected ICL’s operating profit and financing expenses in the period compared with 
the corresponding period last year, by an estimated $61.3 million and $39 million, respectively. 
ICL has more revenues than expenses in euro, therefore, an appreciation of the exchange rate 
of the euro against the dollar has a positive impact on ICL’s profitability and depreciation has the 
opposite effect. ICL hedges against part of this exposure. When the euro appreciates against 
the dollar, the ability to compete of ICL subsidiaries, whose functional currency is the euro, is 
adversely affected, compared with competitors whose functional currency is the dollar.  

Most of ICL’s loans bear variable interest rates, therefore, ICL is exposed to fluctuations in 
these rates. The Company partially hedges against this exposure by using financial hedging 
instruments, including financial derivatives. For details of the amounts that ICL hedges in order 
to reduce this exposure, see Section 7 below. 

Conditions in the global agricultural market are closely connected with the demand for fertilizers. 
In recent years there has been a steady growth in worldwide consumption of cereals (such as 
grain, rice, soy and corn). The growth is due to the natural worldwide population growth and to a 
change in food consumption composition (higher meat consumption) as a result of the increase 
in the standard of living, primarily in developing countries. In addition, in view of the sharp 
increase in energy prices, environmental considerations and the objective of Western countries 
to reduce dependency on fuel importation, there is an increasing worldwide trend towards 
production of fuels from agricultural sources (bio-fuels). These trends have led to depletion of 
grain stocks to historically low levels. According to international publications, levels of grain 
stocks fell to 17.3% of annual consumption of these grains. The decrease in grain stocks has 
resulted in significant increases in sowing areas worldwide and increased yield per agricultural 
unit, mainly by more intensive application of fertilizers.  

The global credit crisis that erupted towards the end of the reporting period is causing a 
worldwide slowdown, falling prices of commodities, and a stranglehold on credit that is affecting 
the ability to obtain credit for day-to-day operations. Because of the present financial situation of 
ICL and it high positive cash flow, the Company does not foresee credit problems.  

The credit crisis is affecting both the prices of agricultural commodities and the demand for and 
prices of fertilizers. The general atmosphere in the financial markets has led, in the past two 
months, to a sharp decline in the prices of cereals from their peak levels. This is due both to the 
fear of a price collapse and the credit situation. The economic slowdown, the financial crisis and 
the credit "crunch" around the world, along with the falling prices of the cereals, is exerting 
pressure on the demand for fertilizers, which has been reflected, since the second half of 
September 2008, in a sharp drop in demand, a trend that continued through October and 
November 2008 and may continue for some time. This expected decline in demand derives, 
also, from the last and first quarter of the year being quarters in which the demand for fertilizers 
is seasonally relatively low compared to the other two quarters.  

The prices of phosphate fertilizers also declined in recent weeks, after the balance sheet date, 
due to decreased demand which is the result of stocks accumulated in the distribution pipelines 
and customer expectations of further price reductions. On the other hand, there have been 
significant price reductions in the prices of marine transportation, and sulphur, a raw material in 
the production of phosphate fertilizers. Potash prices have not fallen at the time  of  publication 
of this report despite the decline in demand.  

In the wake of the decline in demand for fertilizers, a number of competing companies 
announced their intention to reduce production of potash and phosphate fertilizers. As of the 
date of this report, according to publications of competitors, the reduction in production of 
potash in 2008 will exceed 2 million tons, which is about 4 percent of world production. 

 

At this stage, the Company is unable to assess the effects that can be expected from the events 
described above, or the length of the period during which such effects will be felt by ICL 
Fertilizers. 
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The Company believes that, notwithstanding the present crisis, the fundamentals of the drivers 
of demand for fertilizers in the long term have not changed significantly. The increasing demand 
for cereals, together with the decline in global cereal stocks, can be expected, over the long 
term, to generate pressure that will increase demand. The decline in demand in the short term, 
as described above, could further worsen the situation of cereal stocks around the world and 
drive the prices of cereals and fertilizers upwards.1  

ICL Industrial Products is largely affected by the level of activity in the electronics and the oil 
and gas drilling industries. The financial crisis in global markets at the end of the period, the 
sharp fall in oil prices and the lack of availability of customer credit are expected to result in  
slower demand for some of the products of ICL Industrial products. Conversely, the segment is 
expected to benefit from lower prices of some of its raw materials, lower energy costs, and the 
depreciation of the shekel against the dollar. At this stage, the Company is unable to assess the 
effects of the events described above and the length of the period in which such effects will be 
felt in the industrial products market.1   

The operations of ICL Performance Products are affected by competition in some of the target 
markets, and in Europe also by changes in the currency exchange rate. Since most of the raw 
materials used by ICL Performance Products are from the fertilizers field and to some extent 
some energy-intensive products, ICL Performance Products is affected by events in these 
markets. During the reporting period, ICL Performance Products was able to raise prices to 
compensate for the price rises of its raw materials and inputs.  

At this point of time the effect of the global credit "crunch" on the sales and profitability of the 
segment is minor. In the Company's assessment, the global credit crisis will affect the volume of 
sales of ICL Performance Products, although at this stage it is difficult to estimate its extent and 
the length of the period in which such effects will be felt. 1 

In response to the situation described above, ICL launches additional measures of cost savings  
and  streamlining its operations.  

Shipping costs are a significant component in the expenses of ICL Fertilizers. At the beginning 
of 2007, bulk shipping prices rose sharply, reaching an all-time high. However, towards the end 
of the year shipping prices started to drop, and during the reporting period were characterized 
by volatility: In the first quarter of 2008, marine transportation prices dropped sharply, and rose 
again in the second quarter. In the third quarter prices dropped sharply once again and this 
trend was even more pronounced after the reporting period, due to the slower markets.  

The financial statements as at September 30, 2008 include the information and results of 
Supresta, which has been part of financial reporting since August 2007, and  also Biogema, and 
the water treatment operations of Henkel. The results of these operations were not included in 
the financial statements of the corresponding period last year.    

 

1.3 The Directors’ Report is presented as part of the interim financial statements for the period 
ended September 30, 2008 and assumes that the interim financial statements are available to 
the reader. The Directors' Report was prepared in condensed format for the aforementioned 
period and assumes that the Periodic Report for 2007 is also available to the reader. 

The financial data, including comparative information, were taken from the financial statements 
of ICL which were prepared according to International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) 
(see also Note 9 to the financial statements) .  

 

                                                      
 
1 The assessments as to future trends in this paragraph are forward-looking information and there can be no certainty as 

to if, when and at what pace they will indeed be realized. They could change due to fluctuations in the global economy, 
in the local economies in which ICL produces as well as the target markets for ICL products including, inter alia,  , 
levels of supply and demand, the prices of the products, the commodities and cereals, the prices of inputs, the costs of 
transportation and energy, and can be affected by the actions taken by governments, producers and customers - 
farmers and manufacturers. There may also be effects of the situation of the financial markets, including exchange 
rates, the credit situation and interest rates. 
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2.  Results of Operations  

2.1 Principal Financial Results 

Hereunder the condensed results of operations in the reviewed period, compared with the 
results for the corresponding period last year, in millions of dollars. 

 
1-9/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

 $ millions % of 
sales 

$ millions % of 
sales 

$ millions % of 
sales 

$ millions % of 
sales 

$ millions % of 
sales 

Sales 5,785.9  2,889.8 100.0 2,177.9  1,043.7  4,103.2  

Gross 
profit 3,078.1 53.2 1,063.9 36.8 1,200.4 55.1 405.1 38.8 1,547.0 37.7 

Adjusted 
Gross 
profit (**) 

 
3,118.1 

 
53.9 

 
1,063.9 

 
36.8 

 
1,240.4 

 
57.0 

 
405.1 

 
38.8 

 
1,547.0 

 
37.7 

Operating 
income 

 
2,209.6 

 
38.2 

 
516.8 

 
17.9 

 
881.8 

 
40.5 

 
204.5 

 
19.6 

 
742.6 

 
18.1 

Adjusted 
operating 
income(**) 

2,291.4 39.6 516.8 17.9 936.6 44.2 204.5 19.6 742.6 18.1 

Pre-tax 
income 

 
2,126.1 

 
36.7 

 
466.6 

 
16.2 

 
876.2 

 
40.2 

 
179.2 

 
17.2 

 
669.9 

 
16.3 

Net profit 
to 
Company 
share- 
holders 

 
1,828.4 

 
31.6 

 
380.0 

 
13.1 

 
778.6 

 
35.8 

 
160.1 

 
15.3 

 
553.4 

 
13.5 

Adjusted 
net profit 
to 
Company 
share- 
holders (**) 

1.895.9 32.8 380.0 13.1 846.1 38.8 160.1 15.3 553.4 13.5 

EBITDA(*) 2,437.2 42.1 649.0 22.5 1,025.0 47.1 247.3 23.7 931.8 22.7 

Cash flow 
from 
current 
operations 

 
1,403.7 

  
424.6 

  
724.4 

  
156.6 

  
570.7 

 
- 

Investment 
in 
property, 
plant and 
equipment 
less grants  

 
238.3 

  
125.1 

  
84.0 

  
39.1 

  
186.2 

 

(*)  Calculated as follows, in millions of dollars: 
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 1-9/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

Net income 
to Company 
shareholders 

 
1,828.4 

 
380.0 

 
778.6 

 

 
160.1 553.4 

Depreciation 
and 
amortization 

143.5 121.6 53.6 42.0 166.1 

Financing 
expenses, 
net 

 
97.7 

 
53.6 

 
12.8 

 
26.8 

 
76.6 

Taxes on 
income 

 
285.8 

 
90.5 

 
98.2 

 
18.4 

 
119.7 

One-time 
expenses 81.8 3.2 81.8 - 16.1 

Total 2,437.2 649.0 1,025.0 247.3 931.8 
 

 (**)  In the reporting period, gross profit, operating income and net profit were influenced by one-
time expenses outside the normal course of business, mainly the following: 

1. Provision of approximately $40 million in respect of impairment of the value of stocks in 
the ICL Fertilizers segment, as a result of falling sulphur prices.  

2. Provision of approximately $24 million in respect of employee benefits as part of an early 
retirement plan in the ICL Industrial Products segment.  

3. Provision of approximately $18 million in respect of VAT rebates in dispute in the ICL 
Performance Products segment. 

 For the sake of user convenience, the financial results of the Company are also shown after 
elimination of the one-time expenses (hereafter: adjusted gross profit, adjusted operating 
income and adjusted net income).  

 

2.2 Results of operations for January – September 2008  

Sales 

Sales of ICL in the reporting period amounted to $5,785.9 million compared with $2,889.8 
million in the corresponding period last year, an increase of 100.2%. The increase reflects 
mainly a rise in the selling prices of most of the Company's products, as well as an increase in 
quantities sold of potash and phosphate rock. Sales for the period include $241.6 million in 
sales of Supresta, which was consolidated for the first time in August 2007. 

Below is a breakdown of sales by geographical region: 

 1-9/2008 1-9/2007 
 $ millions % $ millions % 
Israel 315.3 5.5 174.4 6.0 

North America 878.1 15.2 586.8 20.3 

South America 927.8 16.0 344.9 11.9 

Europe 2,102.9 36.3 1,081.7 37.4 

Asia 1,325.7 22.9 606.9 21.0 

Rest of the world 236.1 4.1 95.1 3.4 

Total  5,785.9 100.0 2,889.8 100.0 

The breakdown of sales shows a sharp increase in sales in all markets, and most notably in 
South America (170%), Asia (118%) and Europe (95%), due mainly to increased sales of ICL 
Fertilizers in these regions, principally as a result of price increases as well as the strengthening 
of the euro against the dollar in Europe. The increase in sales in North America is derived 
mainly from the acquisition of Supresta, which was consolidated for the first time in August 
2007. 
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Gross Profit 

Gross profit amounted to $3,078.1 million. The adjusted gross profit amounted to approximately 
$3,118.1 million, an increase of approximately $2,054.2 million compared with the 
corresponding period last year, representing an increase of 193%. The adjusted gross profit 
margin out of sales turnover for the year reached approximately 53.9%, compared with 36.8% in 
the corresponding period last year.  

The improvement in gross profit compared with the corresponding period last year is due mainly 
to a rise in the selling prices of most of the Company’s products and an increase in the sales 
volume of potash and phosphate rock. Conversely, an increase in most inputs, including raw 
materials and energy, and an increase in shekel expenses in dollar terms as a result of the 
strengthening of the shekel against the dollar, partially offset the improved profitability. 

Sales and Marketing Expenses  

Expenses for this item amounted to $622 million, an increase of $213.8 million compared with 
the corresponding period last year. The increase in these expenses is due to increased sales in 
the fertilizer segment, a rise in bulk shipping prices and the consolidation of companies acquired 
in the past year.  

General and Administrative Expenses  

Expenses for this item amounted to $159.1 million, an increase of about $48.4 million compared 
with the corresponding period last year. The strengthening of the euro and shekel against the 
dollar led to an increase in the expenses for this item in dollar terms, as did the first-time 
consolidation of companies acquired..  

Research and Development Expenses  

R&D expenses (net of grants from the Chief Scientist) amounted to $44 million, an increase of 
$15.9 million compared with the corresponding period last year. The increase in R&D expenses 
is mainly the effects of currency exchange rates and the first-time consolidation of companies 
acquired.  

Operating Income  

Operating income amounted to $2,209.6 million. Adjusted operating income increased by 
$1,774.6 compared with the corresponding period last year, reaching $2,291.4 million, an 
increase of 343.4%. The increase in operating income was due to the increase in gross profit 
noted above, which was partially offset by the increase in overhead expenses, due, inter alia, to 
the strengthening of the shekel against the dollar and to the  increase in transportation 
expenses, as well as the first-time consolidation of companies acquired.  

The percentage of the adjusted operating income out of sales turnover is 39.6%, compared with 
17.9% in the corresponding period last year. The improvement of the operating income margin 
is mainly due to the sharp increase in the sales price of potash, phosphate fertilizer and 
phosphate rock, as well as a significant improvement in the profitability of ICL Performance 
Products. 

Financing Expenses 

Net financing expenses amounted to $97.7 million, compared with $53.7 million last year, an 
increase of $44.0 million. Financing expenses for the period include an expense of about $39 
million due to the effect of the strengthening shekel against the dollar on shekel-denominated 
liabilities and severance liabilities. During the period, the shekel appreciated by approximately 
11% against the dollar, compared with only 5% in the corresponding period last year. The 
increase in financing expenses derives also from a rise of $240 million in the net average debt 
balance in the period, compared with the corresponding period last year.   

Conversely, under IFRS, the Company charges the difference between the fair value of hedge 
instruments and the cost of these instruments,  which serve for economic hedging but  do not  
meet  the conditions of hedge – accounting,  in each accounting period, to financing expenses. 
The change in fair value of these instruments on September 30, 2008 compared to their value at 
the beginning of the year led to the accounting of income of $17 million. This value reflects the 
exchange rate on the date of the balance sheet and can change in the future according to 
changes in rates on the repayment date of the financial instruments (see section 7 below for 
further information). These impacts do not affect the cash flow of the Company.  
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Tax Expenses 

The tax expense amounted to $285.8 million, compared with $90.5 million in the corresponding 
period last year. The tax rate on pre-tax profit is 13.4%, compared with 19.4% in the 
corresponding period last year. The lower tax rate is due to an increase in taxable income at a 
reduced rate for approved or benefited facilities for some of the Company's operations in Israel, 
and from the utilization of tax losses accrued by subsidiaries abroad and for which deferred 
taxes were not accounted in the past.   

Net Income  

Net income for the shareholders of the Company amounted to $1,828.4 million. The adjusted 
net income was $1,895.9, compared with 380.0 million in the corresponding period last year, an 
increase of approximately $1,515.9 million (399%).  

 

2.3 Operating expenses for the period July – September 2008 

Sales 

Sales of the ICL Group in the quarter amounted to $2,177.9 million compared with $1,034.7 
million in the corresponding period last year, an increase of 108.7%. The increase reflects 
mainly an increase in income in the fertilizers segment as a result of rising prices of potash and 
other fertilizers. ICL Performance Products and ICL Industrial Products also increased their 
sales.  

Below is a breakdown of sales by geographical region: 

 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 
 $ millions % $ millions % 
Israel 131.2 6.0 58.8 5.6 

North America 341.0 15.7 219.9 21.1 

South America 358.8 16.5 134.2 12.9 

Europe 665.0 30.5 355.4 34.0 

Asia 585.6 26.9 241.2 23.1 

Rest of the world 96.3 4.4 34.2 3.3 

Total   
2,177.9 

 
100.0 

 
1,043.7 

 
100.0 

 
The sharp increase in sales in South America, Europe and Asia is mainly the result of 
increasing prices of potash and fertilizers. The improvement in the selling prices of ICL 
Performance Products also contributed to the increase in sales in Europe and America. 

Sales in North America were also affected by the inclusion of the sales of Supresta, which was 
acquired in the second half of 2007.  

Gross Profit 

Gross profit amounted to $1,200.4 million. The adjusted gross profit for the quarter amounted to 
$1,240.4 an increase of approximately $835.3 million compared with the corresponding quarter 
last year, an increase of 206%. The adjusted gross profit margin out of sales turnover rose from 
38.8% to 57.0% of turnover.  

The increase in the margin is due mainly to the improvement in selling prices of potash and 
fertilizers, but was partially offset by an increase in most production input costs.  

Sales and Marketing Expenses  

Expenses for this item amounted to $206.3 million, an increase of $57.0 million compared with 
the corresponding quarter last year, mainly as a result of the rise in ocean shipping prices and 
an increase in expenses in dollar terms as a result of the strengthening of the shekel against the 
dollar and the acquisition of companies acquired during the past year.  
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General and Administrative Expenses  

Expenses for this item amounted to $53.9 million, an increase of about $13.1 million compared 
with the corresponding quarter last year, mainly due to the stronger shekel against the dollar 
and the acquisition of companies consolidated for the first time.  

Research and Development Expenses  

R&D expenses (net of grants from the Chief Scientist) amounted to $14.4 million, an increase of 
$4.7 million compared with the corresponding quarter last year.  

Operating Income  

Operating income in the quarter amounted to $881.7. Adjusted operating income in the quarter 
increased by $759.1 compared with last year, reaching $963.6 million, an increase of about 
371.2%. Operating income out of sales turnover was 44.2%, compared with 19.6% last year. 

Financing Expenses 

Net financing expenses amounted to $12.8 million, compared with $26.8 million in the 
corresponding quarter last year. 

The decrease in financing expenses arose mainly from income of approximately $18 million due 
to the effects of a change in the fair value of hedging instruments during the third quarter of the 
year.  

Tax Expenses 

Income tax expense in the quarter amounted to $98.2 million, which is approximately 11.2% of 
pre-tax profit, compared with $18.4 million and approximately 10.3% of pre-tax profit in the 
corresponding period last year.  

 

Net Income  

Net income for the shareholders of the Company amounted to $778.6 million. Adjusted net 
income for the shareholders amounted to $846.1 million, compared with $160.1 million in the 
corresponding period last year, an increase of approximately $686 million (428%).  

 

3. Segments of Operation 
The segments of operation of ICL are presented below according to the managerial division into 
segments described in the preface to this report. 

 
7-9/2007 7-9/2008 1-9/2007 1-9/2008 CIF sales 

% of 
sales 

$ 
millions 

% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions By segment of 
operation 

 
50.5 

 
539 

 
64 

 
1,440.1 

 
50.1 

 
1,472.5 

 
63 

 
3,742.9 ICL Fertilizers 

 
21.2 

 
226.3

 
15.2 

 
342.4 

 
21.7 

 
639.0 

 
16.7 

 
993.4 

ICL Industrial 
Products 

 
28.3 

 
301.4

 
20.8 

 
466.9 

 
28.2 

 
828.8 

 
20.3 

 
1,201.5 

ICL Performance 
Products 

  
(23)   

(71.5)
  

(50.5)  
(151.9) Others and offsets 

  
1,043.7  

2,177.9   
2,889.8   

5,785.9 Total 

 
Note: The sales data for the segments and their percentages out of total sales are before setoffs of 
inter-segment sales. 
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7-9/2007 7-9/2008 1-9/2007 1-9/2008 Operating income  
% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions By segment of 
operation 

 
29.4 

 
158.3 

 
52.7 

 
759.3 

 
23.3 

 
343.8 

 
50.7 

 
1,898.2 ICL Fertilizers 

 
10.8 

 
24.5 6.0  

20.4 
 

17.5 
 

111.8 
 

9.5 
 

94.5 
ICL Industrial 
Products 

 
9.8 

 
29.4 

 
22.2 

 
103.6 9.3  

77.0 
 

18.4 
 

220.9 
ICL Performance 
Products 

  
(7.7) 

(1.6)
  

(15.8)  
(4.0) Others and offsets 

 
19.6 

 
204.5   

881.7   
516.8   

2,209.6 
Operating income 
(consolidated) 

 
7-9/2007 7-9/2008 1-9/2007 1-9/2008 Adjusted 

operating income  
% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions% of 
sales 

$ millions By segment of 
operation 

29.4 158.3 55.5 799.3 23.3 343.8 51.8 1,938.2 ICL Fertilizers 

 
10.8 

 
24.5 

 
12.9 

 
44.3 

 
17.5 

 
111.8 

 
11.9 

 
118.4 

ICL Industrial 
Products 

 
9.8 

 
29.4 

 
26.0 

 
121.5 9.3 

 
77.0 

 
19.9 

 
238.8 

ICL Performance 
Products 

  
(7.7) 

(1.5)
  

(15.8)  
(4.0) Others and offsets 

19.6 
 

204.5  
 

963.6  
 

516.8  
 

2,291.4 
Operating income 
(consolidated) 
 

3.1 ICL Fertilizers  

Sales 

The sales turnover in the reporting period amounted to $3,742.9 million, an increase of about 
$2,270.4 million compared with the corresponding period last year, representing an increase of 
154.2% 

The increase in sales turnover is due mainly to a sharp rise in the sales prices of all the 
segment products and an increase in the quantities of potash and phosphate rock sold.  

Operating Income  

Operating income in the segment amounted to $1,898.2 million; the adjusted operating income 
amounted to $1,938.2 million, an increase of about $1,594.4 million compared with the 
corresponding period last year. The percentage of income from sales was approximately 51.8%, 
compared with 23.3% last year. 

The improvement in operating income and in profit margins is mainly due to the sharp rise in 
selling prices. However, operating income was adversely affected by a rise in the prices of 
principal raw materials, especially sulfur, a rise in energy prices, and the appreciation of the 
shekel against the dollar. The operating income is shown after the recording of a provision of 
approximately $40 million for impairment of the value of stocks  as a result of the decrease in 
sulphur prices.  
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Potash 

Revenue from potash includes the sales of potash from Israel, Spain (Iberpotash) and England 
(Cleveland Potash). 

 
Potash – Revenue and Profit 

$ millions 1-9/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

Revenues*  
2,373.3 

 
937.4 

 
937.6 

 
357.7 

 
1,386.4 

Operating income  
1,364.8 

 
259.4 

 
596.8 

 
115.8 

 
405.6 

 *Including revenue from inter-segment sales.  

 
The increase in revenue in the first nine months ended September 30, 2008 compared with the 
corresponding period last year is due to a sharp rise in selling prices and the quantity of potash 
sold compared with the corresponding period last year.  
The rise in income in the three months ended September 30, 2008 is due to a sharp rise in 
selling prices, which was partially offset by smaller quantities of potash sold compared with the 
same period last year.  

 
Potash – Production and Sales 

Thousands of tons 1-9/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

Production  
3,763 

 
3,657 

 
1,192 

 
1,264 5,078 

Sales to external customers  
3,982 

 
3,762 

 
1,179 

 
1,349 5,191 

Sales to internal customers  
222 

 
199 

 
70 

 
77 264 

Total sales (including internal sales)  
4,204 

 
3,961 

 
1,249 

 
1,426 5,455 

Closing inventory  
844 

 
1,356 

 
844 

 
1,356 1,285 

 
 Volume of sales in the third quarter of the year was about 170 tons less than last year, as a 
result of smaller quantities sold to China and a decline in the demand of potash in Europe. 

Fertilizers and Phosphates 

Revenues from these products derives from sales in Israel and abroad of phosphate rock (as a 
raw material and for direct fertilization), fertilizers (including phosphate, compound, liquid and 
fully soluble fertilizers, which contain various proportions of nitrogen, phosphate and potassium), 
phosphoric acid used as a raw material for the production of fertilizers (green acid), as well as 
other products. 

Fertilizers and Phosphates – Revenue and Profit 

$ millions 1-9/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

Revenues* 1,477.4 571 549 196 813

Operating income 551 8 175 4 123

Adjusted operating income 591 8 215 4 123
*Including revenue from inter-segment sales. 

 
The increase in revenue in the reporting period compared with the corresponding period last 
year is mainly due to the sharp rise in selling prices of phosphate rock and fertilizers and the 
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increased quantities of phosphate rock sold. The improvement in operating income is mainly the 
result of the rise in selling prices and quantities sold, as mentioned above, which was partially 
offset by the sharp rise in the prices of sulphur and of other production inputs, the appreciation 
of the shekel against the dollar, and the recording of a provisions of approximately $40 million 
for impairment of the value of stocks in the fertilizers and phosphates segment due to the falling 
prices of sulphur. 

 

Fertilizers and Phosphates – Production and Sales 

Thousands of tons 19/2008 1-9/2007 7-9/2008 7-9/2007 2007 

Phosphate rock      

Rock production  
2,457 

 
2,269 

 
877 

 
776 

 
3,069 

Sales*  
515 

 
219 

 
201 

 
42 287 

Fertilizers      

Production  
1,340 

 
1,299 

 
422 

 
438 

 
1,771 

Sales*  
1,322 

 
1,350 

 
397 

 
399 

 
1,784 

* To external customers. 
 

Phosphate rock production is produced according to demand, both for internal uses and for 
sales to external customers. In the reporting period, due to increased demand for phosphate 
rock and the resulting rise in its selling prices, the Company increased sales to external 
customers.  

3.2 ICL Industrial Products  

Sales 

In the reporting period, sales amounted to approximately $993.4 million, an increase of $354.4 
million compared with the corresponding quarter last year.  

Excluding the sales of Supresta, which was consolidated in the corresponding period last year 
only from August 2007, sales in this segment increased by $112.8 million compared with the 
corresponding period last year. 

Here are some details of sales in the period compared with the corresponding period last year,  

Revenue from sales of flame retardants increased due to the increase in sales of bromine-
based retardants, mainly due to weaker competition by Chinese producers in view of the 
increase in production costs of bromine in China.  

Revenue from inorganic bromine products increased due to the increase in sales of elemental 
bromine and clear brine. 

Revenue from biocides for water treatment increased mainly due to an increase in quantities 
sold.  

Revenue from sales of chlorine-based products from the Dead Sea (Dead Sea salts) increased, 
mainly due to increased sales of bagged potash and magnesium chloride, and a rise in the 
prices of those products..  

There was an increase in sales of magnesia products, mainly as a result of a significant rise in 
the selling prices.  
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Operating Income  

Operating income for the reporting period amounted to approximately $94.5 million. Adjusted 
operating income amounted to $118.4 million, compared with $111.8 million in the 
corresponding period last year, an increase of about 6%.  

 

Income for the period was affected mainly by increased sales as noted above, which was 
partially offset by the rise in the prices of raw materials and energy as well as by the increase in 
shekel expenses. 

 

3.3 ICL Performance Products  

Sales 

Sales in this segment amounted to $1,201.5 million, an increase of approximately $372.7 million 
compared with the corresponding period last year, an increase of 45%.  

The increase in revenues was mainly due to an increase in prices for phosphate-based 
products, initial consolidation of the water treatment business unit acquired from the Henkel at 
the beginning of the year, and the appreciation of the euro against the dollar.  

Operating Income 

 Operating income in the segment amounted to approximately $220.9 million in the reporting 
period. The adjusted operating income was approximately $238.8 million, an improvement of 
about $161.8 million (about 210%) compared with the corresponding period last year. This 
increase was mainly due to a rise in sales prices, as mentioned, which was partially offset by 
the increase in prices of raw materials and energy. 

 

4. The Financial Position and Sources of Financing of ICL 
At September 30, 2008, a decrease of $365.0 million in ICL’s net financial liabilities was recorded, 
compared with the liabilities at the end of 2007, and they amounted to $846.0 million.  

ICL’s sources of financing are short- and long-term loans from Israeli and international banks, 
debentures issued to institutional investors in the U.S., and unlisted short-term commercial papers 
issued from time to time, as well as a customer securitization activities in which some of the Group 
companies sell their customer debt for cash advance. The total size of the securitization transaction 
amounts to $300 million. At September 30, 2008, the securitization was not utilized. The global credit 
crisis since the end of the reporting period has resulted in a worldwide slowdown, a decline in the 
prices of commodities and a stranglehold on credit which is affecting the ability to obtain credit for 
current operations. However, in view of the present financial situation of ICL and its strong cash flow, 
the Company does not expect to face problems to obtain credit2 

Cash Flow  

ICL’s cash flow generated by operating activities in the reporting period amounted to $1,403.7 million, 
compared with $424.6 million in the corresponding period last year, an improvement of about $979.1 
million. The cash flow from operating activities was the principal source of financing for investments in 
property, plant and equipment, for acquisition of companies and businesses, for dividend payments, for 
buy-back of Company shares, and for reducing net financial liabilities.  

                                                      
 
2  The information in the paragraph is forward-looking information and as such is based on estimates based 

on information as of the date of this report. The forecast may not be realized, in whole or in part, due to 
changes in the economic conditions in Israel and in the world including, inter alia, changes in the local and 
global credit conditions, the credit rating of the countries in which ICL's plants are located and if there are 
changes for the worse to ICL's results or its financial situation.  
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5. Investments  

In the reporting period, investments in property, plant and equipment net of investment grants 
amounted to $238.3 million, compared to $125.1 million in the corresponding period last year.  

 
6. Human Resources  

The total number of employees at ICL on September 30, 2008 was 10,667, compared with 9,963 on 
September 30, 2007. The increase is mainly due to the acquisition of companies and operations in the 
past year, among them Supresta, Sinobrom, the water treatment operation of Henkel, and Biogema  

 
7. Market Risk Exposure and Management 

The tables below describe sensitivity to changes in currency exchange rates for the balance sheet as 
at September 30, 2008. 

Dollar/Shekel 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Cash and cash equivalents (1.6) (0.9) 18.0 0.9 2.0 

Short-term deposits and loans (3.4) (1.8) 37.8 2.0 4.2 

Trade receivables and debit 
balances (16.1) (8.4) 177.1 9.3 19.7 

Long-term deposits and loans (11.8) (6.2) 130.3 6.9 14.5 

Credit from banks and others 15.7 8.2 (172.2) (9.1) (19.1) 

Trade payables and others 18.8 9.8 (206.4) (10.9) (22.9) 

Payables and credit balances 21.3 11.1 (234.1) (12.3) (26.0) 

Liabilities for employee benefits 18.6 9.8  (205.1) (10.8) (22.8) 

Long-term bank loans 5.4 2.8 (59.8) (3.1) (6.6) 

Options (5.7) (3.0) 3.2 4.8 11.5 

Forward (8.3) (4.4) 1.7 4.8 10.2 

Total  32.7 17.1 (509.5) (17.4) (35.5) 
 

Euro/Dollar 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Cash and cash equivalents (4.2) (2.2) 46.0 2.4 5.1 

Short-term deposits and loans (5.9) (3.1) 65.0 3.4 7.2 

Trade receivables and debit 
balances (42.6) (22.3) 469.1 24.7 52.1 

Long-term deposits and loans (0.5) (0.3) 5.6 0.3 0.6 

Credit from banks and others 9.7 5.1 (106.8) (5.6) (11.9) 

Trade payables and others 17.6 9.2 (193.5) (10.2) (21.5) 

Payables and credit balances 9.8 5.2 (108.2) (5.7) (12.0) 

Liabilities for employee benefits 11.5 6.0 (126.3) (6.6) (14.0) 

Long-term bank loans  0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Forward (15.8) (8.3) 4.7 9.1 19.3 

Options (13.1) (7.0) (9.6) 8.5 18.2 

Total  (33.5) (17.7) 65.1 20.3 43.1 
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Sterling/Dollar 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Cash and cash equivalents (0.1) (0.0) 0.7 0.0 0.1 
Short-term deposits and loans (3.4) (1.8) 37.9 2.0 4.2 
Trade receivables and debit 

balances (4.6) (2.4) 50.9 2.7 5.7 
Credit from banks and others 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 
Trade payables and others 0.6 0.3 (6.2) (0.3) (0.7) 
Payables and credit balances 1.7 0.9 (18.2) (1.0) (2.0) 
Liabilities for employee benefits 3.9 2.0 (43.0) (2.3) (4.8) 
Total  (2.0) (1.1) 22.3 1.2 2.5 

 

Yen/Dollar 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Cash and cash equivalents (0.6) (0.3) 6.1 0.3 0.7 

Short-term deposits and loans (0.0) 0.0 0.5 0.0 0.1 
Trade receivables and debit 

balances  (1.8)  (0.9)  19.8  1.0  2.2 
Long-term deposits and loans 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 

Credit from banks and others 0.1 0.1 (1.3) (0.1) (0.1) 

Trade payables and others 0.4 0.2 (4.3) (0.2) (0.5) 

Payables and credit balances 0.0 0.0 (0.5) 0.0 (0.1) 

Liabilities for employee 
benefits 0.2 0.1 (1.8) (0.1) (0.2) 

Forward 1.0 0.5 (0.03) (0.6) (1.3) 

Options 0.7 0.3 0.01 (0.3) (0.6) 

Total  0.1 0.0 18.7 0.1 0.2 
 

Brazilian Real/Dollar 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Cash and cash equivalents (0.3) (0.2) 3.2 0.2 0.4 

Trade receivables and debit 
balances (1.1) (0.6) 11.8 0.6 1.3 

Trade payables and others  0.3 0.2 (3.8) (0.2) (0.4) 

Payables and credit balances 0.5 0.2 (5.0) (0.3) (0.6) 

Total  (0.6) (0.3) 6.1 0.3 0.7 
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Sensitivity to changes in LIBOR interest 

 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Fair value 
$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes 

$ millions 

Profit (loss) 
from changes

$ millions 
Type of instrument 10% increase 5% increase  5% decrease 10% increase 

Fixed-interest loans 2.2 1.1 (127.4) (1.1) (2.2) 

Collar transactions 1.1 0.8 0.5 (0.7) (1.3) 

Swap transactions  (1.2) (0.4) 1.0 0.4 1.2 

Total  2.7 1.9 (125.8) (2.1) (2.3) 
 

Update on positions in derivative instruments for the third quarter of 2008 

Hedging transactions against changes in exchange rates on cash flows – $ thousands 
Nominal value Fair value The transactions are made for economic 

hedging and are not recognized for 
accounting Up to one year Up to one year 

  Long Short Long Short 
Transaction direction in derivatives is the 
acquisition of dollars 

  
      

Currency: Euro/$ in $ thousands          
Forward         
Up to one year 177,785  4,655  
Call options     
Up to one year 177,216  (1,856)  
Put option      
Up to one year 176,910  11,439  
      
JPY/$ in $ thousands     
Forward     
Up to one year 11,462  (25)  
Call options      
Up to one year 11,500  184  
Put options      
Up to one year 11,500  (193)  
      
Currency: Shekel/$ in $ thousands     
Forward     
Up to one year  90,730  1,746 
Call options     
Up to one year  59,180  (496) 
Put option      
Up to one year  133,930  3,653 
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Nominal value Fair value (contd.) 
Up to one year Up to one year 

  Long Short Long Short 
 

Other currencies     
Call options     
Up to one year 984  122  
Put option      
Up to one year 968  (4)  
     
Currency: GBP/Euro in $ thousands     
Transaction direction is acquisition of 
GBP 

   
 

Call option     
Up to one year 64,832  821  
Put option      
Up to one year 64,832  (2,397)  

 

Interest-hedging transactions against changes in variable interest rate (LIBOR)  
on dollar loans, in $ thousands 

  Nominal value Fair value 

  Up to one year Over one year Up to one year Over one year 

  Long Short Long Short Long Short Long Short 

Swap   125,000 106,000   (1,486) 2,513 

Caps 300,000  150,000    661  

Floors  300,000  150,000  (139)   

Other options         

 
8. Accounting Issues  

8.1 Disclosure of the approval process for the Company's financial statements  

The board of directors of ICL bears overall responsibility for final auditing in the Company. 

The Board of Directors appointed a Finance Committee, which discusses the financial 
statements and makes recommendations concerning their approval. The Finance Committee 
has seven members, including all the outside directors, and all members have accounting and 
financial expertise. All members of the Board of Directors, the auditing accountants and the 
internal auditor are invited to Finance Committee discussions of the financial statements. 

With the aid of a detailed presentation prepared by the CEO of the Company, Mr. Akiva Mozes 
and the CFO Mr. Avi Doitchman, the Finance Committee examines the financial statements, 
including the material issues in the financial reporting, transactions outside the normal course of 
business, if any, the significant assessments and critical estimates applied in the financial 
statements, the reasonableness of the data, the accounting policy applied and any changes that 
have occurred in the policy, including a review of new accounting standards, and the application 
of the principle of proper disclosure in financial statements and the accompanying information. 
The Finance Committee also examines various aspects of risk control and management, both 
those reflected in the financial statements (such as reporting financial risks) and those which 
influence the reliability of the financial statements. If necessary, the Finance Committee 
requests comprehensive reviews of matters of significant impact. The Company's auditing 
accountant responds to questions arising during the committee's discussions, and where 
necessary, presents the principal findings made during the review. 
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The approval process for financial statements at ICL involves discussions of the segments’ 
results by the boards of directors of the segments. The members of those boards of directors 
include directors from the Board of Directors of ICL, as well as ICL officers. The auditing 
accountant of the segments and the persons responsible for internal auditing in the segments 
participate in these discussions. The Board of Directors of ICL discusses ICL's financial 
statements after approval of the financial statements of the segments. 

The approval of the Company's financial statements involves as many meetings as are deemed 
necessary: initially, a number of days prior to the approval, the Finance Committee discuss the 
significant reporting aspects, after which the Board of Directors' discussion covers the results 
themselves. Both the auditing accountant and the internal auditor are invited to these Board 
meetings. The Company's auditing accountant responds to questions arising during the 
committee's discussions, and where necessary, presents the principal findings made during the 
audit. When the Board of Directors is satisfied that the financial statements properly reflect ICL's 
situation and the results of its operations, it approves them. 

The Finance Committee also discusses the effect of transition to IFRS, as stated in Note 9 to 
the financial statements.  

 

9. Update on the Description of the Corporation's Business  
An update of specific issues in the Description of the Company's Business in the Periodic Report of 
2007 is presented below. 

Legal proceedings – ICL Fertilizers – Settlement of the claim of the Rowing Club in the matter of 
the Kishon River (Section 4.1.16 in the Periodic Report) 

The Haifa Rowing Club Association filed a class action in the Haifa Magistrate's Court under the 
Prevention of Environmental Damage (Civil claims) Law, 5752-1992, against a number of plants 
along the banks of the Kishon river, including Fertilizers and Chemicals of ICL Fertilizers. In March 
2007, the court dismissed the claim in limine. The court allowed the discretion of the authorities in 
connection with granting permits for discharging wastes into the Kishon, noting that the actions taken 
by the authorities and the defendants to improve the condition of the Kishon and the considerable 
improvement in recent years in the quality of the river's water. In September 2008 the District Court 
struck out the appeal filed against the settlement decision as part of the agreement reached by the 
parties, whereby the striking out and settlement of the claim by the Magistrate's Court would not 
prevent any of the parties from instituting any legal proceeding in the future, provided there were 
appropriate factual grounds for doing so. 

 

Limitations on the use of bromine-based flame retardants (section 4.2.16.A.2 in the Description of 
the Corporation's Business in the Periodic Report)  

DECA: In April 2008 the European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled that the exemption given to DECA in 
the ROHS directive for electrical and electronic products was based on procedural errors and 
insufficient tests. As such, the exemption will be annulled in July 2008. The ruling does not refer to 
the matter itself and does not preclude the possibility of reinstating the exemption. Concurrently and 
unrelated to the above, ICL Industrial Products and other producers of flame retardants are taking 
legal steps against the position of the EU authorities in connection with the ban on the use of DECA, 
in a court in Belgium. The hearing on the subject is yet to be held.   

In May 2008 the government of Sweden announced that following opposition by the European 
Commission and EU member states, it is reversing its decision to ban the use of DECA in textiles, 
furniture and electric cables.  

The Norwegian government announced a general ban on the use of DECA in its territory 
commencing April 2008 except in the automotive industry. In addition,, it recommended adding the 
flame retardant HBCD to the list of POPs (Persistent Organic Pollutants) under the Stockholm Treaty 
of 2001, which, if accepted, would mean terminating or limiting the use of HBCD. At a hearing held in 
October 2008 by the Assessment Committee established under the Stockholm Treaty, it was 
decided to postpone the process for one year, until October 2009. Sales fo HBCD by ICL Industrial 
products in 2008 are not significant. 
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10. Events during and subsequent to the Period 

10.1 In January 2008, ICL Performance Products acquired from the Henkel Group most of the assets 
and operations of its water treatment business unit for approximately €60 million (approximately 
$90 million), subject to adjustments. The consideration was paid in cash.  

The acquired business unit sells water-treatment products, services and equipment, particularly 
to industry, including for the steel industry, power stations, metal processing, chemical products, 
petrochemicals, and the food and beverage industries, for the treatment of cooling towers in 
steam production systems, drinking water, waste-water and water purification. Its main 
customer base is in Germany, France, Spain, Italy and Turkey. As part of the transaction, 
shares in the French company Henkel Concorde S.A., which operates in the same field, have 
been purchased  

Following the transaction, ICL Performance Products employs most of the employees from the 
acquired business unit – approximately 180. In 2006, the sales turnover of the business unit 
was €52 million ($77 million), gross profit was 53% and operating income was 13%, all 
according to unaudited data. 

The consideration was decided by negotiation. ICL financed the acquisition from its own 
sources and from available bank credit lines. ICL Performance Products has commenced 
integrating the operation of the acquired business unit with its own water treatment business 
unit, utilizing operational and other synergies, such as the purchasing of raw materials, in 
complementary products and in geographical compatibility of the products. The acquisition is 
intended to broaden the basket of products, services, applications and know-how that ICL 
Performance Products can offer its customers, and to promote the geographical distribution of 
supply in various countries. The acquisition is also intended to enhance the R&D capability of 
ICL Performance Products by adding advanced technologies and intellectual property. 

10.2 On March 25, 2008 a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Company signed an agreement (the 
“Agreement”) with the Yam Tethys partnership to supply natural gas for the manufacturing sites 
of the ICL Group in Israel. The agreement is guaranteed by ICL. The Yam Tethys partnership 
consists of Delek Drilling Limited Partnership, Avner Oil Exploration Limited Partnership, Delek 
Investments and Properties Ltd, and Noble Energy Mediterranean Ltd. 

Under the terms of the agreement, the ICL Group undertakes to purchase a total quantity of 2 
billion cubic meters (BCM) of natural gas from the Yam Tethys Group, subject to the 
adjustments under the terms of the agreement (the “Contract Gas Quantity”). Supply will begin 
on completion of the gas pipeline to the south. At the reporting date, according to timetable 
received from the gas transportation company, Israel Natural Gas Lines Ltd., completion of the 
line followed by conversion of ICL Sdom Group's plants to operation by natural gas (where most 
of the gas consumption of the ICL Group is expected to be), will apparently be towards the 
beginning of the second half of 2009.  

Supply will end at the earlier of: 

(1) Five years from the date of completion of the running in period, but no later than 
September 2015 (subject to extension as described below) 

(2) Purchase of the entire Contract Gas Quantity 

The period set out in sub-clause (1) will be automatically extended by one addition year, if by 
the end date the entire Contract Gas Quantity has not been consumed. In addition, Yam Tethys 
Partners have an option to extend the period by an additional two years, until the entire Contract 
Gas Quantity has been consumed, all as set out in the agreement. 

The price of gas is based on the price of fuel oil, with a discount including maximum and 
minimum prices. The ICL Group has a take or pay agreement to purchase minimum annual 
quantities, according to conditions set out in the agreement. 

By upgrading from fuel to natural gas, ICL will be able to reduce the emissions produced as a 
by-product of its manufacturing facilities. As such, the upgrade to natural gas is in line with ICL’s 
commitment to environmental responsibility and savings. 

The agreement has a number of suspending conditions, primarily, the attainment of the 
necessary permits to erect connection facilities between ICL facilities and the gas line and the 
signing of an agreement with Israel Natural Gas Lines Ltd. for gas transmission.  
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10.3 On April 8, 2008, Israel Fertilizers signed agreements with customers in India for the sale of 
potash. Under the agreements, which are valid for one year, ICL Fertilizers will supply over 1.1 
million tons of potash (including optional quantities) amounting to $700 million at a price 
increase of $355 per ton compared with prices in the previous agreement. On April 30, 2008 ICL 
Fertilizers signed an agreement with a customer in China for the sale of potash. Under the 
agreement, which is valid until the end of 2008, ICL Fertilizers will supply 300 tons of potash at 
a price increase of $400 per ton compared with the price in the previous agreement. 

10.4 On May 11, 2008, S&P Maalot published that it has assigned an A1+ short term rating to the 
commercial paper which the company is issuing in the sum of up to $100 million. The said issue 
of commercial paper is part of the rollover of short term commercial paper which the company 
does on an on-going basis. The Company has a long-term rating of AA+. 

10.5  On May 26, 2008 the Board of Directors of the Company approved the distribution of a dividend 
in the amount of $173 million ($172.7 million net of the share of a subsidiary), which was paid 
on June 25, 2008.  On August 19, 2008, the Board of Directors of the Company decided on the 
distribution of a dividend of approximately $300 million (about $299.5 net of the share of a 
subsidiary), which was paid on September 23, 2008. On November 24, 2008, the Board of 
Directors of the Company resolved to distributed a dividend of approx. $380 million 
(approximately $379.3 million net of the share of a consolidated company), to be paid on 
December 22  2008. 

10.6 On July 23, 2008, an indictment was filed in the Be'er Sheva Magistrate's Court against a sub-
subsidiary of ICL Industrial Products and three of its managers concerning events in 2004.. The 
indictment attributes to the sub-subsidiary violation of the terms of its business license and 
unreasonable air pollution in respect of four events in 2004, in which samples taken in or near 
the plant's stacks indicated, according to the State, deviation from the terms of the company's 
business license. The sub-subsidiary, relying on its legal counsel, is of the opinion  that there is 
no basis for the indictment and that it  acted correctly. 

10.7 On July 31, 2008, the Clean Air Law, 5768-2008 was enacted. The law is designed to regulate 
the treatment and supervision of air pollution in Israel. The provisions of the law relevant to ICL 
will come into force gradually, some from 2011 and some from 2104. Many of the provisions will 
be regulated in regulations that are expected to be promulgated by 2010. The Company is 
studying the provisions of the law and preparing for its application.  

10.8 On September 3, 2008, the Board of Directors of ICL resolved to approve a buy-back from time 
to time, by the Company itself and/or by a subsidiary, of ordinary shares of the Company in an 
amount equal to 5% of the issued and paid up capital of the Company, out of the Company's 
distributable profits as defined in the Companies Law, 5759-1999. The buy-back will be 
implemented during a period from the date of the resolution to June 30, 2009, and can be made 
on the stock exchange or over the counter . This resolution does not obligate the Company to 
purchase the full  amount of shares or  part of it.  The purchases are made  with due attention to 
legal limitations and the internal compliance plan for  securities of the Company.3 and  in  
accordance with the guidance provided from time to time by the board committee, which has 
been appointed for that subject  within the frame of  the aforesaid decision. 

As at September 30th, 2008, the Company had purchased 11,914,842 shares at a cost of 
169,268 thousand dollars, representing approximately 0.93% of the registered and paid-up 
share capital of the company. After the balance sheet date, the Company purchased an 
additional 4,105,000 shares at a cost of 46,234 thousand dollars. In total, the shares acquired by 
the Company amount to 16,019,842 shares, representing approximately 1.25% of the registered 
and paid-up share capital of the company. At the time of release of this report, the company 
continues to execute that program. 

                                                      
 
3  As part of its strategy, ICL periodically considers the acquisition of companies and operations, principally in areas the 

same as or similar to those in which it itself operates. It also considers the sale of operations, mainly those which are 
not in its areas of operation. ICL reports on such transactions whenever required, and in appropriate cases it decides to 
refrain from or postpone reporting as long as the transaction has not been closed, all in accordance with the lse. IT is 
clarified that the above is also relevant in a period when the buy-back plan is in effect.  
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10.9 On November 16, 2008 Amendment No.65 to the Law for Encouragement of Capital 
investments, 2008, was approved ,pursuant to which the period between commencement of the 
"placed in service "year for the Approved Enterprises under the "Alternative Benefits Track" and 
commencement of the "election year" for the Benefited Enterprises ("the Cooling Off Period") 
shortened from five years to three years, retroactively since April  1, 2005 In the Company's 
estimation, the change of the Law will be reflected in a decrease in the provision for taxes. The 
Company is examining the monetary impact of the change of the Law on its financial position 
and results of operations 

 
 
 
The Board of Directors of ICL wishes to thank ICL's management, as well as the employees and managers 
of the various companies, for their dedicated and skilled contribution to the development of ICL and the 
achievement of its business results.  

November 24, 2008 

 

 

 
                        (---)                                               (---)                   

Akiva Mozes  
CEO 

 Nir Gilad 
 Chairman of the Board of Directors 

 


